
Is Italy flubbing because of dubbing?



Italians can’t really understand the richness of this year’s Oscar nominees
for acting. For example, two of the five nominees up for best actor are Brits,
but the plumy accents issuing from Eddie Redmayne and Benedict Cumber‐
batch (impacted in one case by physical disease and the other by mental
stress) are lost in neutral Italian dubbing. Another nominee, Bradley Coop‐
er, affects a Texas accent that goes completely unacknowledged. Steve
Carell, a fourth nominee, exudes East Coast aristocracy with his speaking
voice — also ignored in the dubbing.

Nor can Italians fully appreciate why Meryl Streep received her record 19th
nomination for portraying a witch. In Streep’s case, the character is part of
the reason: who knows what a woodland witch sounds like? But that’s only
one consideration.

The fact is that everything Italians hear is dubbed. Dubbing is the culprit.
Almost all foreign films shown in Italy are dubbed into Italian before they
are seen on screen. The original reason was that the majority of Italians
were illiterate when foreign films were first imported into the country. Au‐
diences couldn’t read subtitles, so there wouldn’t have been a market if
films hadn’t been dubbed. That may have made sense 60 years ago, right
after World War II, but today Italy has a literacy rate of 98.9 percent, rank‐
ing just below the US with 99 percent. (Not that the US should congratu‐
late itself too hastily: US literacy is matched by 25 countries and exceeded
by 19 others).

Besides, Italians love going to the movies. They don’t spend as much per
capita as Americans and many fellow Europeans, but they rank #12 in the
world in value of tickets sold at cinemas. The market is worth so much that
a sub-industry has grown up around the dubbers, who are treated like stars
in their own right. Though some dubbing IS done by Italian film stars, most
voices are done by professional dubbers unknown to the general public but
with their own devoted following. Italian friends have told me, “When I
first heard the real voice of (pick any star’s name), I was disappointed. I
prefer the Italian voice.”

This attachment to dubbing has repercussions for Italy. Some of them are
individual and artistic, affecting mainly cinephiles. Others affect the entire
society and Italy’s place in the world economy.

A friend of mine, an Italian sound technician whose English is self-taught,
refuses to see foreign films dubbed into Italian. “The quality of the sound‐
track changes,” he fumes. “The sound is all screwed up! The music, the spe‐
cial effects, they are all affected.” If you don’t hear the actual soundtracks
of the film you have paid to see, you aren’t seeing THAT film.



An example of how translation changes context occurred in the 2008 Oscar
winner, Slumdog Millionaire. When a gang attacks and kills the mother of
the young protagonists, a motivating line from an attacker is along the lines
of “Let’s get the Muslims” (Jamal, Salim, and their mother are Muslim).
The Italian version flips this completely and has the line come from the
group being attacked: “Here come the Muslims”, as if they had incited the
riot.

Voice can also change context: in the 1983 film, The Accused, Jody Foster
gave an Oscar-winning performance as a trashy young woman from a low
class background. In one scene she has a phone conversation with her
mother, and you understand the mother’s trailer-trash origins from her
voice. However, in the Italian version, the mother is dubbed with the re‐
fined tones of an upper-class Milanese, throwing the whole mother-daugh‐
ter relationship out of kilter.

Almost any film with Meryl Streep showcases what is lost in dubbing. Since
2006, American’s greatest actress has been nominated for characters with a
high-class Manhattan accent (The Devil Wears Prada), working-class Ameri‐
can-Irish accent (Doubt), Julia Child’s unique accent (Julie and Julia), Mar‐
garet Thatcher’s British accent (The Iron Lady), and an Oklahoma accent
(August: Osage County). Her past nominations have included a Danish ac‐
cent (Out of Africa), an Australian accent (A Cry in the Dark), another Eng‐
lish accent (The French Lieutenant’s Woman), an Italian accent (Bridges of
Madison County), and her linguistic tour de force, a Polish accent in English
AND a Polish accent in German (Sophie’s Choice). Her uncanny ability to
master a different accent, cadence, and inflection with every role she plays
is NEVER heard by Italians. So they will never understand how stupendous
she is.

All these are personal, artistic reasons why dubbing makes no sense these
days. But there is a compelling economic reason as well. Italy continues to
lag in the competitive ranking of countries. It was 46 in the respected IMD
scorecard in 2014, down from 44 the previous year.
http://www.imd.org/news/2014-World-Competitiveness.cfm

One of the reasons — not the only one and not the most important one but
ONE reason — is Italy’s linguistic handicap. Most educated Italians stumble
through their English. The fortunate ones (meaning those with money)
have English-language nannies, attend English-language schools, study
abroad in the summers. They have excellent vocabularies, good pronuncia‐
tion, and an achingly sensual Italian inflection that makes you want to jump
into bed with them. The rest shrug and quaff another cup of cappuccino,
mumbling about how they will never learn the language anyway. But every
Swedish sixth grader can understand English, so why can’t an Italian uni‐
versity professor do the same?

http://www.imd.org/news/2014-World-Competitiveness.cfm
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Why indeed? A Swedish sixth grader has been watching American movies
(and cartoons) for years; an Italian has never heard the language except as
a lesson in school.

The Scandinavians, Swiss, Dutch, and many smaller countries show not-
native films in their original language, not only in theaters but also — more
importantly — on television. Most Scandinavians I meet speak English with
an accent as American as mine, and if they are really into contemporary
music, their command of slang is infinitely more up-to-date. They move
easily in the global economy without British nannies or vacations in the US.
Italians don’t, and they won’t unless the government decides to challenge
the entrenched dubbing lobby for the greater good of the country.

The current situation reminds me of when I watched the movie Hair on
Hungarian television ages ago. Naturally it was shown in English, with
Hungarian subtitles. Since I know the musical and the song lyrics, I let my
eyes fall to the subtitles from time to time. Maybe I could pick up a word or
two of Hungarian, a notoriously difficult language? That proved to be an ex‐
ercise in amusing futility. An entire stanza of “Let the Sun Shine” would
wind up as one long word stretching across the entire bottom of the screen,
formidable and unpronounceable (given my linguistic ignorance). But the
experience reminded me why educated Hungarians, back before the fall of
the Berlin Wall, could speak American-accented English with greater flu‐
ency than Italians do today. Good luck Italy . . .or, as they prefer to say
here, buona fortuna Italia.
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